ADDCO PTS-2000™
EXTENDABLE ARM PORTABLE TRAFFIC SIGNAL

NEMA TS 5-TR1 PORTABLE TRAFFIC SIGNAL
The ADDCO PTS-2000 portable traffic signal with the extendable arm is ideal for wide multi-lane
intersections or where left turn lanes are present. The system’s 15’ long extended arm meets
MUTCD requirements and allows for easy signal head placement over a second lane of traffic.
The PTS-2000 extendable arm system is available with a vertical 5-section signal head or a doghouse
signal head. The five-section head provides superior visibility for motorists and accommodates turn
arrow configuration. JTI can configure the portable traffic signal to fit your exact needs.

IDEAL FOR WORK ZONES, SIGNAL REPLACEMENTS AND KNOCKDOWNS
The ADDCO PTS-2000 portable traffic signal with the extendable arm is ideal for a wide range
of applications. It can be used anywhere the signal needs to extend across multi-lane traffic to
enhance visibility for motorists.
The system comes standard with JTI’s industry-leading Galaxy® operating system which can control
everything from simple flagger functions to complex 16-phase intersections. Galaxy permits fully
functioning concurrent turn arrow programming when required. JTI also offers a Galaxy Wireless
Interface System that can be used to connect directly to NEMA street corner controllers during
knock downs or signal replacement applications (wired option also available).

FEATURES
»» NEMA TS 5-TR1 portable traffic signal
»» Narrow trailer footprint
»» Galaxy controller technology
»» Concurrent turn arrow programming
»» Automatic mast deployment
»» Lifting eye for trailer placement
»» Retractable tongue for safety and security

»» Universal design – no trailer matching required
»» Heavy-duty 15” travel jacks
»» Low power consumption components
»» Optional STAR solar panel system
»» Dynamic clearing time function improves traffic flow
»» Available Wireless Interface System for knockdowns
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